ADP-Ribosylarginine Hydrolase Regulates Cell Proliferation and Tumorigenesis
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Abstract

Protein ADP-ribosylation is a reversible posttranslational modification of uncertain significance in cancer. In this study, we evaluated the consequences for cancer susceptibility in the mouse of a genetic deletion of the enzyme responsible for removing mono-ADP-ribose moieties from arginines in cellular proteins. Specifically, we analyzed cancer susceptibility in animals lacking the ADP-ribosylarginine hydrolase (ARH1) that cleaves the ADP ribose–protein bond. ARH1+/− cells or ARH1+/− cells overexpressing an inactive mutant ARH1 protein (ARH1+/−/dm) had higher proliferation rates than either wild-type ARH1+/+ cells or ARH1−/− cells engineered to express the wild-type ARH1 enzyme. More significantly, ARH1+/− and ARH1+/− mice spontaneously developed lymphomas, adenocarcinomas, and metastases more frequently than wild-type ARH1+/+ mice. In ARH1−/− mice, we documented in all arising tumors mutation of the remaining wild-type allele (or loss of heterozygosity), illustrating the strict correlation that existed between tumor formation and absence of ARH1 gene function. Our findings show that proper control of protein ADP-ribosylation levels affected by ARH1 is essential for cancer suppression. Cancer Res; 71(15); 1–9. ©2011 AACR.

Introduction

Mono-ADP-ribosylation is a posttranslational modification of proteins, in which the ADP-ribose moiety of β-NAD is transferred to specific amino acid residues in target proteins (1). This reaction has been well characterized for bacterial toxins, which thereby alter the activity of critical regulatory proteins in mammalian cells (2, 3). Cholera toxin, for example, ADP ribosylates an arginine in the α-subunit of the stimulatory guanine nucleotide-binding (G) protein of the adenyl cyclase system, resulting in its activation and an increase in intracellular cAMP (4). Pertussis toxin modifies a cysteine in another family of G proteins, blocking the action of inhibitory agonists on adenyl cyclase (5). Other toxins use different proteins, and in some instances, different acceptor amino acids (e.g., asparagine) as substrates for ADP ribosylation (3).

Enzymes that catalyze reactions similar to bacterial toxins have been identified in mammalian and avian tissues, including turkey erythrocytes, chicken neutrophils, rat neurons, and mammalian cardiac and skeletal muscle cells (1, 6). These enzymes are called NAD-dependent ADP-ribosyltransferases (ART) and vary in cellular localization, some intracellular and others secreted, with a third group linked to the cell surface by glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchors (6, 7). These transferases catalyze the stereospecific transfer of ADP-ribose from β-NAD to the guanido group of arginine (protein), producing the α-ADP-ribosylarginine (protein) (8).

Some natural substrates and/or effectors of ADP-ribosylation have been defined (9–16). Mono-ARTs in the human airway may have a regulatory role in modulating the innate immune response through modification of the α-defensin human neutrophil peptide-1, HNP-1 (9). ART1 appeared to be responsible for ADP-ribosylation of HNP-1, which reduced its antimicrobial and cytotoxic activities, but did not affect its function as a T-cell chemottractant or its ability to stimulate IL-8 release from epithelial cells (9). ADP ribosylated HNP-1 was found in the airways of patients with asthma and pulmonary fibrosis but not in sputum of patients with cystic fibrosis (10). ADP-ribosylation of HNP-1 by ART1 promoted a novel nucleophilic attack on the guanidine carbon of the ADP-ribosylated arginine with release of ADP-ribosylcarbamate and formation of ornithine (11). Replacement of arginine with ornithine reduced the biological activity of HNP-1 and could be a mechanism for irreversible inactivation of the peptide (11). As ADP-ribosylated HNP-1 was isolated from airways of patients with pulmonary disease, it represents an in vivo modification that may have a role in pathogenesis.

Other modifications have been found, after addition of exogenous NAD. Integrin α7 is a major substrate of a GPI-linked ART on the surface of skeletal muscle cells (C2C12) which, based on inhibitor studies, was proposed to be involved...
in muscle cell differentiation (12, 13). Integrin α7β1, a laminin-binding protein, may be involved in cell adhesion and communication between myoblasts and extracellular matrix (12–14). In murine cytotoxic T cells, a GPI-anchored ART regulated proliferation and cytotoxicity of extracellular β-NAD, possibly via ADP-ribosylation of a regulatory protein, p40, that influences activity of the protein tyrosine kinase p56ck (15, 16).

ADP-ribosylation of arginine may be a reversible modification of proteins. Stereospecific ADP-ribosylarginine hydrolases (ARH1) cleave α-ADP-ribose-arginine (protein), produced in the transferase-catalyzed reaction, to regenerate the arginine-guandimino group (1, 17, 18). Thus, hydrolases complete an ADP-ribosylation cycle that could reversibly regulate the function of substrate proteins (1, 17, 19). In the photosynthetic bacterium Rhodospirillum rubrum (20), an ADP-ribosylation cycle is important in nitrogen fixation, which is controlled by the reversible ADP-ribosylation of dinitrogenase reductase. An ART (termed “DRAT” for dinitrogenase reductase ART) inactivates dinitrogenase reductase by ADP-ribosylation, and DRAG or dinitroreductase ADP-ribosylarginine glycohydrolase regenerates the active form by releasing ADP-ribose from the enzyme (20). This ADP-ribosylation cycle is regulated by environmental signals (e.g., nutrients, light) that determine the requirement for nitrogen fixation and hence the need for active or inactive dinitrogenase reductase (20).

ARH1s of ca. 39-kDa were identified in mammalian and avian tissues (19, 21). ARH1 cDNAs from human, rat, and mouse tissues share 82% similarity of deduced amino acid sequences (22, 23), consistent with the cross-reaction of rabbit anti-rat brain ARH1 polyclonal antibodies with ARHs from turkey erythrocytes, and calf, mouse, and human brains (1, 22). Despite their functional similarities, ARH1 molecules from human, rat, and mouse tissues and R. rubrum have only limited regions of similarity in deduced amino acid sequences (22). Replacement of conserved aspartate 60 and/or aspartate 61 with alanine, glutamine, or asparagine in rat brain ARH1 (22). Replacement of conserved aspartate 60 and/or aspartate 61 with alanine, glutamine, or asparagine in rat brain ARH1 (22) resulted in decreased enzyme activity, consistent with requirement for both residues in catalysis (24).

We had reported that effects of cholera toxin, evidenced by ARH1 knockout embryos, proliferated faster than ARH1+/+ cells derived from wild-type embryos. They also formed more and larger colonies in soft agar than the ARH1+/+ cells and ARH1−/− cells but not ARH1+/− cells produced subcutaneous tumors in nude mice. Transfection of wild-type ARH1 gene into the ARH1−/− cells (ARH1−/−/+/+or Arth), successfully reversed all of those defects, whereas ARH1−/− cells transformed with an inactive double-mutant ARH1 gene construct (ARH1−/−/−/−/−/−/−/−) developed colonies in soft agar and tumors in nude mice. Consistent with cell culture and transplantation results, we observed that ARH1−/− mice spontaneously developed various tumors more frequently than their wild-type littermates. ARH1−/− cells and mice also developed tumors that appeared to result from mutation or loss of the ARH1 allele.

Materials and Methods

Materials

Anti-rabbit and anti-mouse IgG (H+L) antibodies were purchased from Promega; cell proliferation ELISA Kit from Roche; FBS, newborn calf serum, and Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) from Invitrogen; plasmid DNA purification kits from Qiagen; leupeptin, trypsin inhibitor, benzamidine, dithiothreitol, and aprotinin from Sigma; Micro-BCA protein assay reagent kit from Pierce; Dounce all-glass hand-homogenizer from Kontes; Dual Endogenous Enzyme Block; Proteinase K; EnVision System Kit, and rabbit Anti-CD3 antibody from Dako; rat anti-B cell antibody from BD Pharmingen; rat anti-F4/80 antibody from Serotec; and 3,3’-diaminobenzidine substrate kit from Vector Laboratories.

Supplemental section

Supplemental section contains standard procedures for Western blot analysis, ARH assay, bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) incorporation assay, MIT assay of viable cells, transfection and clonal selection, immunohistochemistry, MRI scans, inhalation anesthesia of mice for MRI imaging, measurement of cell cycle in ARH1 cells, effect of serum on proliferation of ARH1 cells, and cell culture.

Generation of ARH1 knockout mice

ARH1 knockout mice were generated as reported by Kato and colleagues (25). Animal study protocols (#H-0127 and #H-0172) were approved by the NHLBI Animal Care and Use Committee (ACUC). Heterozygous (ARH1+/−) breeding pairs were used to breed homozygous (ARH1−/−), heterozygous (ARH1−/−), and wild-type (ARH1+/+) mice. ARH1 mice were backcrossed 7 times using C57BL/6J mice (Jackson Laboratory; ref. 25). The genotypes of mice and of primary cultured cells used in the present study were confirmed by PCR and Southern blot analysis as described (25).

Colony formation in soft agar

To assess anchorage-independent growth (26), soft agar clonogenic assays were done. Each well of a 6-well plate contained 2 mL of 0.5% (w/v) Noble agar (Difco) in DMEM with 10% NBCS. Cells, (3 × 10^3) in 2 mL of 0.375% (w/v) Noble agar in 10% NBCS DMEM were added above the
polymerized base solution. All solutions were kept at 40°C before pouring to prevent premature agar polymerization and to ensure cell survival. Plates were incubated (37°C, 5% CO₂) under standard conditions for 32 days before colony number and diameter were quantified microscopically (model: MZFL III; Leica).

Tumorigenicity in nude mice
Tumorigenicity of ARH1+/+, ARH1−/−, and ARH1−/− MEFs (passage 5–6) and stably transfected MEFs cells was assessed after subcutaneous injection (1 × 10⁶ cells in 0.15 mL DMEM per site) in 6- to 8-week-old athymic female, Balb/c, nu/nu mice from Charles River (5 mice per group). Tumor volume (mm³, measured 3 times per week using electronic digital caliper from Fowler & NSK) was calculated as length × width² × 0.5 (27). Mice were euthanized with CO₂ when tumors reached a length of 2.0 cm, growth of tumor into the skin was observed, or 60 days after injection, whichever was first. All tumors were excised for histopathologic examination. Tumorigenicity studies, done by Biocon, had been approved according to U.S. law under the Animal Welfare Act (PL89-544 and PL94-279 amended) by the Biocon ACUC.

Statistics
ANOVA methods were used to evaluate the effect of ARH1 knockout on the proliferation of MEFs and their tumorigenic potential. If time and genotype interaction were significant, then time subgroup analyses were explored. To minimize false positive conclusions, all pairwise genotype comparisons were done only if the overall model performance was significant. These comparisons were adjusted for multiple testing. Where the comparisons of genotypes by cell line were not significantly different, then we combined the cell lines of each genotype. A Kruskal–Wallis test was used to compare the distribution of cell type by genotype. A survival analysis by using a log-rank test was used to compare the survival times by genotype. A χ² test was used to compare the cumulative rate of tumors. Maximum tumor volume was used to compare the genotypes. Finally, a logistic regression was used with binary outcome variables. All statistical tests were considered significant at the 0.05 level (before adjustment for multiple comparisons).

Results
Effect of ARH1 genotype on proliferation of MEFs
To assess the effects of ARH1 genotype, rates of proliferation of ARH1+/+, ARH1−/−, ARH1−/− and ARH1−/−+, and ARH1−/−, ARH1−/−, ARH1−/−+wt, and ARH1−/−+dm cells were compared. Proliferation of ARH1−/− and ARH1−/− cells was significantly (P < 0.0001) faster than that of ARH1−/− cells (Fig. 1A and C), and rates for passage 2 and passage 20 cells did not differ significantly. Proliferation of ARH1−/− cells expressing wild-type ARH1, ARH1−/−+wt, was similar to that of ARH1−/− cells (Fig. 1B and D), whereas those of ARH1−/−+dm, expressing an inactive ARH1 mutant, and ARH1−/− cells were similar. Thus, ARH1 activity affected proliferation.

Effect of ARH1 genotype on colony formation in soft agar
To evaluate anchorage-independent growth, we used soft agar clonogenic assays. ARH1−/− and ARH1−/−/MEFs formed...
colonies in soft agar (Fig. 2A, B, and D). ARH1+/− cells expressing ARH1 double-mutant DNA (ARH1−/−+dm) and those transfected with control vector (ARH1−/−Mock) formed colonies in soft agar as did ARH1−/− cells (Fig. 2C and D). In contrast, behavior of ARH1−/− cells expressing ARH1 wild-type gene (ARH1−/−+wt) in soft agar was similar to that of ARH1+/+ cells (Fig. 2C and D), which rarely formed colonies in soft agar. We concluded that ARH1 genotype and activity can affect anchorage-independent growth and tumorigenesis.

**Effect of ARH1 genotype on tumor formation by MEFs in nude mice**

Effects of ARH1 genotype and activity on tumor mass in nude mice were quantified 3 times per week. ARH1+/−, ARH1−/−, and ARH1−/− cells expressing an ARH1 double-mutant gene formed tumors in athymic nude mice (Fig. 3A, B, and C). In contrast, ARH1−/− cells expressing an ARH1 wild-type gene and wild-type cells did not form tumors in athymic nude mice (Fig. 3A and B). From these data, ARH1−/− but not ARH1−/−+/− or ARH1−/−−/+wt, cells apparently have tumorigenic potential.

**Characterization of tumors in ARH1−/− and ARH1+/− mice**

A variety of different spontaneous tumors was seen in ARH1−/− and ARH1+/− mice (Table 1, Fig. 4, Supplementary Figs. S2–5). Tumor development in ARH1 mice (e.g., location, density, and size) was monitored longitudinally by using MRI scans, which enabled comparisons among ARH1−/−, ARH1−/−+Mock, and ARH1−/−+wt mice. By MRI, we determined size of tumor (from 2.5-mm diameter in lung) and metastasis at early stages of tumor growth in ARH1−/−, ARH1+/−, and ARH1+/+ mice (Fig. 4, Supplementary Figs. S2–5). Tumors appeared in ARH1−/− mice as young as 3 months, whereas in ARH1+/− mice, tumors were first detected at 6 months of age (Fig. 5B). ARH1−/− and ARH1+/− mice developed tumors most often between 7 and 12 months of age (Fig. 5B).

In contrast, tumors developed spontaneously in ARH1+/+ mice only after 12 months of age (3.5% incidence, Table 1, Fig. 5B). Tumor classification was determined via histologic evaluation post-necropsy. Tumors in ARH1−/− mice were mainly adenocarcinoma and lymphoma. Spontaneous tumors (e.g., carcinoma, sarcoma, and lymphoma) were more frequent in ARH1−/− (25.2% incidence).
Comparisons indicate that ARH1 terms of the time to first tumor appearance (P < 0.0001). Pairwise comparisons indicate that ARH1+/− and ARH1−/− were different from ARH1+/+ (all at P < 0.0001). ARH1−/− + dm (△, ○) cells (1 × 10⁶) were injected subcutaneously in nude mice; width plus length of tumor masses was measured 3 times per week thereafter. Data are means ± SEM of values from 5 mice of each group in 3 experiments. Groups of ARH1−/− mock and ARH1−/− + dm were significantly different from ARH1+/+ (all at P < 0.0001). C, histology of tumors in nude mice injected with ARH1+/−, ARH1−/−, ARH1−/− mock, and ARH1−/− + dm cells [hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stain].

Figure 3. Effect of ARH1 genotype on tumor formation by MEFs in nude mice. A, ARH1+/+ (■, □), ARH1+/− (△, Δ), or ARH1−/− (●, ○) cells (1 × 10⁶) were injected subcutaneously in nude mice; width plus length of tumor masses was measured 3 times per week thereafter. Data are means ± SEM of values from 5 mice. These experiments were replicated 3 times. Genotypes were significant predictors of maximum volume (P < 0.0001). Pairwise comparisons indicate that ARH1−/− and ARH1+/− were different from ARH1+/+ (all at P < 0.0001). B, ARH1−/− + wt (■, □), ARH1−/− + dm (△, ○), or ARH1−/− mock (+, ◆) cells (1 × 10⁶) were injected subcutaneously in nude mice. Width plus length of tumor masses was measured 3 times per week thereafter. Open and closed symbols represent 2 different cell lines. Data are means ± SEM of values from 5 mice of each group in 3 experiments. Groups of ARH1−/− mock and ARH1−/− + dm were significantly different from ARH1+/− + wt (all at P < 0.0001). C, histology of tumors in nude mice injected with ARH1+/−, ARH1−/−, ARH1−/− mock, and ARH1−/− + dm cells [hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stain].

and ARH1+/− (13.4% incidence) mice in both 3 to 12 months and 13 to 20 months of age subgroups (Table 1) than in the wild-type mice. Rhabdomyosarcomas (Supplementary Fig. S5) were also seen as well.

The conclusion was that the variable "genotype," which consists of 3 possible types (ARH1+/+, ARH1+/−, and ARH1−/−), is associated with tumorigenesis. All pairwise comparisons (ARH1−/−, ARH1+/− vs. ARH1+/+, ARH1+/− vs. ARH1+/+) were significant at P < 0.0001. On the basis of the data with all mice in the denominator, genotype is significantly associated with tumor development (P < 0.0001). Age and genotype were not significantly associated with the type of tumors (P value for age is P = 0.781 and for genotype is P = 0.920). ARH1+/− and ARH1−/− mice did not develop any specific type of tumor. However, ARH1+/− mice did not differ from ARH1−/− mice in terms of the time to first tumor appearance (P = 0.686, Fig. 5B).

MRI imaging (Fig. 4A, Supplementary Figs. S2–1) revealed lymphomas in both GI tract and lymph nodes (Fig. 4A), more frequently in ARH1+/− (12.9% incidence) than in ARH1+/− mice (7.9% incidence, Table 1). Immunohistochemistry characterized lymphomas as B cell, rather than T cell (Fig. 4B). ARH1−/− mice developed adenocarcinomas in lung (Supplementary Fig. S2), uterus, and mammary gland (6.2% incidence, Table 1), as well as hepatocellular carcinoma (Supplementary Fig. S2, 2.1% incidence, Table 1). ARH1−/− mice also developed both adenocarcinoma (Supplementary Fig. S3, 4.1% incidence, Table 1) and hepatocellular carcinoma (Supplementary Fig. S4) but at lower frequencies (1.1% incidence, Table 1). Thus, the frequency of tumors in heterozygous mice was less than that in knockout animals, perhaps due to the need (and time required) for inactivation of the single functioning allele. Thus, ARH1 seems to have properties of a tumor-suppressor gene.

Effect of genotype on survival of ARH1-deficient mice

Survival of ARH1−/− (54% survival) and ARH1+/− (64%) survival mice was significantly (P < 0.00001) less than that of ARH1+/+ mice (85% survival) until age 24 months (Fig. 5A). Between ages 24 and 33 months, tumors were found in 31% of ARH1−/− mice, infections (e.g., dermatitis, eye infections) in 14%, and other diseases in 9%, whereas in ARH1+/− mice, tumors were found in 28%, infections (e.g., dermatitis, eye infections) in 22%, and other diseases in 14%. Among ARH1+/−
mice, 16% developed tumors, 48% infections (e.g., dermatitis, eye infections), and 21% other diseases.

Analysis of ARH1 proteins in adenocarcinomas and lymphomas in ARH1+/− mice

Expression of ARH1 proteins in ARH1+/−, ARH1+/−, ARH1+/− tissues, and ARH1+/− tumor mass was examined on immunoblots. On the basis of densitometric quantification, ARH1 protein in tissues of ARH1+/− mice without evident tumors was less than that in ARH1+/− mice. No ARH1 protein was seen on immunoblots of lymphoma from an ARH1+/− female (Fig. 6A). Similarly, ARH1 protein was not detected in adenocarcinoma from ARH1+/− lung, although it was evident in surrounding ARH1+/− nonneoplastic lung tissue (Fig. 6B). We found 25 adenocarcinomas and 50 lymphomas in ARH1+/− mice. In 16 of 25 adenocarcinoma and 13 of 50 lymphomas of ARH1+/− mice, sufficient tumor tissue was available for analysis. Six of 16 adenocarcinomas, and all 13 lymphomas from ARH1+/− mice had loss of heterozygosity by reverse transcription PCR and absence of ARH1 protein by immunoblotting. Mutations

Table 1. Effect of genotype on incidence of tumors in ARH1-deficient mice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Total number of animals</th>
<th>Carcinoma (n)</th>
<th>Lymphoma (n)</th>
<th>Sarcoma (n)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3–12 months</td>
<td>ARH1+/−</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>0.0 (0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARH1+/−</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>4.1 (20)</td>
<td>1.1 (5)</td>
<td>7.9 (38)</td>
<td>0.2 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARH1+/−</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>6.2 (23)</td>
<td>2.1 (8)</td>
<td>12.9 (48)</td>
<td>4.0 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13–20 months</td>
<td>ARH1+/−</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>0.0 (0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0)</td>
<td>2.9 (5)</td>
<td>0.6 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARH1+/−</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>3.0 (5)</td>
<td>0.6 (1)</td>
<td>7.1 (12)</td>
<td>0.6 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARH1+/−</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>5.8 (9)</td>
<td>0.6 (1)</td>
<td>8.9 (14)</td>
<td>5.0 (8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: *P* value: Comparing the cumulative number of tumors by genotype. All pairwise comparisons were significant at *P* < 0.0001 (ARH1+/− vs. ARH1+/−; ARH1+/−, and ARH1+/− vs. ARH1+/−). Genotype was not significantly associated with the type of tumors (*P* = 0.781). Age was not significantly associated with the type of tumors (*P* = 0.920). *C* Hepatocellular (HC).

Figure 4. Lymphomas in ARH1+/− mice. A (left top), MRI shows tumor mass (lymph node) visible (arrow) in sagittal section of 6.5-month ARH1+/− mouse. Below is histology (H&E stain, ×200) of lymphoma in GI lymph node. Findings were similar in 2 MRI experiments. Abdominal lymphoma at necropsy in ARH1+/− mouse (center top), with metastatic lymphoma excised from mouse liver below. At top right, metastatic lymphoma was visible in liver (arrows) on MRI (frontal section) of 6.5-month ARH1+/− mouse. Histology (H&E stain, ×400) of tumor originated in the GI tract of metastatic lymphoma in mouse liver (shown above right). Images in (A-a) were from a different ARH1+/− mouse then images designated (A-b). B, immunoreactivity of lymphoma from ARH1+/− mouse (×200), B-cell, B-cell marker (top); CD3, T-cell marker (center); F4, macrophage marker (bottom). Experiments were repeated with lymphomas from 8 ARH1+/− mice with duplicate analysis in each mouse.
in exon 2 of the ARH1 gene were detected in the remaining 16 adenocarcinomas by cDNA sequencing (Supplementary Table S4). These mutations were confirmed by sequencing the genomic DNA isolated from adenocarcinomas. It seems that in ARH1 heterozygous mice, the functional allele was either lost or mutated, resulting in tumor development. Sequencing of ARH1 gene from all tumors in heterozygous mice or from nude mice injected with ARH1 wt cells revealed a mutation in exon 2 or exon 3 of the ARH1 gene. Interestingly, these mutations were not found in the ARH1 wt cells, which were injected. It would seem that the cells with an ARH1 mutation had a proliferative advantage.

Supplemental section

Supplemental results section contains the results for effect of ARH1 on cell cycle (Supplementary Fig. S1A), effect of serum on proliferation of ARH1 cells (Supplementary Fig. S1B and C), metastasis in ARH1/−/− and ARH1+/− mice (Supplementary Tables S1 and 2 and Supplementary Fig. S3), and multiple tumors in ARH1−/− and ARH1+/− mice (Supplementary Figs. S2 and 4 and Supplementary Table S3).

Discussion

We show here that ARH1 deficiency is associated with elevated frequency and extent of tumorigenesis. The different capacities of ARH1−/−, ARH1−/−+dm, ARH1+/−, and ARH1+/−+wt cells to proliferate evaluated in MTT and BrdU assays paralleled the increased numbers of cells. ARH1−/− cell lines from 14.5-day embryos, and ARH1−/− MEFs stably expressing an inactive, double-mutant ARH1 (ARH1−/−+dm) had higher proliferation rates than did ARH1+/− or ARH1−/− cells expressing a wild-type ARH1 (ARH1−/−+wt). Consistent with these data, ARH1−/− and ARH1−/−+dm cells formed more and larger colonies in soft agar than did ARH1+/− cells or ARH1−/−+wt cells. A potential role for ARH1 in tumorigenesis was supported by the finding that ARH1−/− and ARH1−/−+dm cells, but not ARH1−/− and

Figure 5. Effect of genotype on survival and incidence of tumors in ARH1-deficient mice. A, effect of genotype on survival of ARH1-deficient mice. Survival data from 91 ARH1+/− ( ), 99 ARH1−/− ( ), and 98 ARH1+/− mice ( ) followed 24 months. Every mouse developed some form of tumor and died spontaneously or had to be euthanized due to ill health before 24 months. Pairwise comparisons showed that ARH1−/− and ARH1+/− were different from ARH1+/+ (both at , *< 0.0001), ARH1+/+ was not different from ARH1+/− ( = 0.093). B, effect of genotype on incidence of tumor in ARH1-deficient mice. Histogram generated after MRI scanning of all ARH1 genotype mice for tumor detection. 490 ARH1+/− mice, 653 ARH1−/− mice, and 529 ARH1+/− mice were subjected to MRI scanning and necropsy at 20 months. ARH1+/+ (open bars), ARH1−/− (gray bars), and ARH1+/− (black bars) indicated the number of mice with tumor (left Y axis). ARH1−/− (squares), ARH1+/− (circles), and ARH1+/+ (triangles) indicated the percentages of mice with tumor (right Y axis). Comparing the cumulative number of tumors by genotype we obtained at < 0.0001. All pairwise comparisons were significant at *< 0.0001. ARH1+/− mice did not differ from ARH1+/+ mice in terms of the time to first tumor appearance ( = 0.686).

Figure 6. ARH1 in tumors from ARH1−/− mice. A, immunoblotting with anti-ARH1 antibodies of proteins in lymph node lysates (50 μg) from ARH1+/−, +/−, +/+ mouse, and lymphoma from lung (50 μg) of ARH1−/− mouse. Arrows indicate 39-kDa ARH1 protein. Below is immunoreactive α-tubulin on the same blot. Arrows indicate 50-kDa α-tubulin. B, immunoblotting as in A of ARH1 in lysates (80 μg) of lung from ARH1+/−, +/−, +/+ mouse, and adenocarcinoma from lung (80 μg) of ARH1−/− mouse. Below is immunoreactive α-tubulin on the same blot.
ARH1−/−/wt cells, produced tumors in nude mice. Thus, ARH1 genotype and enzymatic activity affected cell proliferation, anchorage-independent growth, and tumorigenesis in nude mice. Consistent with an antimutagenic action of ARH1 was the successful rescue of all of the phenotypes by transfection of the wild-type ARH1 gene, but not the ARH1 double mutant gene, into ARH1−/− cells. These results support the hypothesis that the ARH1 protein plays a key role in cell proliferation. In agreement with the results of soft agar and nude mouse experiments with ARH1−/− cells, tumors developed spontaneously in ARH1−/− and ARH1+/− mice in an age-dependent manner and more frequently than in ARH1+/+. Tumors of diverse types (carcinoma, sarcoma, and lymphoma) occurred in numerous organs/tissues (e.g., lung, liver, spleen, lymph nodes, mammary gland, uterus, vascular, and skeletal muscle).

MRI was used to detect and follow primary and metastatic tumors (size, location, and density). We describe the use of small animal imaging techniques longitudinally to detect, localize, and characterize metastatic lesions in transgenic and nude mice, which enabled us to conclude that MRI is a valuable tool for monitoring tumor dissemination and spread growth from early to late stages of progression.

In some tumors from ARH1+/− mice or from nude mice after subcutaneous injection of ARH1−/− cells, a clear ARH1 protein band was seen unexpectedly by Western blotting. To determine whether this protein was the product of a mutant gene, ARH1 cDNA from both the tumor and surrounding normal tissues was sequenced. In all instances, mutations in the ARH1 gene were found in the tumor, but not in adjacent nontumor tissue. Notably, no mutation was detected in cDNA from the ARH1+/− cells that had been injected. In all likelihood, an ARH1 mutation in a small population of cells enabled them to proliferate more rapidly than ARH1+/− cells containing a normal allele, thus giving rise to colonies in soft agar and tumors.

We found differences also between ARH1−/− and ARH1+/− mice in frequency of tumors, incidence of metastases, and age at first tumor appearance (Table 1 and Results). As might be expected, frequency of tumors, metastases, and multiplicity of tumors were greater in ARH1−/− than in ARH1+/− mice. It is probable that ARH1+/− cells require an additional step, with loss of the active ARH1 allele to enable tumor development. Our findings suggest that loss of ARH1 expression during malignant transformation occurs because of inactivation of a single functional allele, potential mechanisms for which are multiple, including loss of heterozygosity (LOH), and ARH1 gene mutation.

Impairment of cell-cycle regulation involving loss of G1-S control seems to be an important contributing step in tumorigenesis and leads to genomic instability, and inappropriate survival of genetically damaged cells (28, 29). ARH1 mutation seemed to result in loss of G1 control. Moreover, the lack of ARH1 in cells led to more rapid proliferation and tumor formation in nude mice. Loss of ARH1 activity resulted also in spontaneous tumorigenesis. Thus, ARH1 function may influence the G1-S phase of cell cycle and thereby affect growth.

Checkpoint control of S phase prevents the cell from replicating damaged DNA (28). p53-dependent regulation of replication is important in tumorigenesis (28). Cells with DNA damage rapidly increase p53 protein levels by a posttranscriptional mechanism (30, 31), and loss of 1 or 2 p53 alleles has been shown to induce tumors in mice (32, 33). However, no significant difference was observed in p53 protein expression among ARH1−/− mock, ARH1−/− + dm, and ARH1−/−/wt cells (data not shown). Thus, p53 protein expression may not be related directly to the mechanism of tumorigenesis in ARH1-deficient cells.

Posttranslational modifications (e.g., phosphorylation, acetylation) of proteins (e.g., p53, ras, Fox) can regulate cell proliferation and tumor development in mice (34, 35, 36). Posttranslational modifications of p53 by phosphorylation, acetylation, and ubiquitination influence protein stability, and transcriptional activity, with effects on cell proliferation and tumorigenesis (34). Poly (ADP-ribosylation) of proteins by nuclear poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP-1) contributes to DNA repair, carcinogenesis, chromatin functions, and genomic stability (37). In this manner, posttranslational modifications are involved in disease pathogenesis by altering protein function. In a similar manner, dysregulation of mono-ADP ribosylation of arginines in proteins by ARH1 can affect cell proliferation and tumorigenesis.
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